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Grade 4Grade 4

4.P.4B Conceptual Understanding: 
Sound, as a form of energy, is produced 
by vibrating objects and has specific 
properties including pitch and volume. 
Sound travels through air and other 
materials and is used to communicate 
information in various forms of 
technology.

4.P.4B.3 Define problems related to the 
communication of information
over a distance and design devices or 
solutions that use sound to solve the
problem (not addressed in CCSD FOSS 
Science Kit).

Grade 4Grade 4

4.P.3.1 Recognize the basic forms of 
energy (light, sound, heat, electrical, and 
magnetic) as the ability to cause motion 
or create change.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDSSOUTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDS

NORTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDSNORTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDS

Grade 8Grade 8

8.P.3A.6 Obtain and communicate information 
about how various instruments are used to 
extend human senses by transmitting and 
detecting waves (such as radio, television, cell 
phones, and wireless computer networks) to 
exemplify how technological advancements 
and designs meet human needs.

Vocabulary: pitch, volume, cables.

Grade 6Grade 6

6.P.1 Understand the properties of waves 
and the wavelike property of energy in 
earthquakes, light and sound waves. 
6.P.1.1 Compare the properties of waves to the 
wavelike property of energy in earthquakes, 
light and sound.
6.P.1.3 Explain the relationship among the 
rate of vibration, the medium through which 
vibrations travel, sound and hearing.
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PART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

How do sounds and pictures get to an audience? Through cables! Audio is an electrical 
representation of sound. The sound waves travel through the cables. In theater, we use 
many cables, but today we will focus on XLR and HDMI cables. 

CLICK THE IMAGE 
ABOVE TO WATCH 
THE WORKSHOP

https://youtu.be/2unwZ6Q9PEc
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PART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

XLR Cables
No machine-readable author provided. Mxp 
assumed (based on copyright claims), CC BY-SA 3.0 
via Wikimedia Commons

XLR stands for External Line Return and was invented in the 1950s by James Cannon of Cannon Electric. It 
was originally invented for military communication and professional sound equipment. It is still used today. 
When you see long black cables across our stage and coming from a microphone, that is an XLR cable. It 
reduces outside interference and gives a clean, high-quality sound even if the cable is really long.

In the video, Hunter describes XLR:

“Audio equipment such as microphones, 
audio consoles, speakers, and recording 
equipment use what we call an XLR cable. 
XLR stands for External Line Return and is 
a balanced cable. It is balanced because 
unlike common audio cables, XLR cables 
send two signals of the same electrical wave 
and one of those signals is upside down. 
You have an electrical signal wave traveling 
through wire one, it’s positive, and you have an upside-down electrical signal wave traveling through wire two, 
it’s negative. At the end of the cable, electrical signal wave two gets flipped right-side-up so both signals match. 
The reason for the flip-flop: audio signal cables tend to be laid out with other cables like lighting electrical cables. 
Sometimes those other cables emit energy that gets caught up in our audio signal wave.”

Remember the Taylor Swift analogy from the video? 

“XLR is kind of like when you are driving down the road listening 
to T Swift in your car but you still hear noise from surrounding 
traffic (cables) passing by. That traffic noise becomes part of 
your T Swift song, bummer. But wait! There is an upside-down 
T Swift song that has the same traffic noise; now ‘T Swift signal 
one’ has positive traffic noise and ‘T Swift signal two’ negative 
traffic noise, and when the upside-down song is flipped right 
side up, the positive traffic noise and negative traffic noise 
cancel each other out. And you have one rocking T Swift song 
with no traffic noise.”

XLR cables are used in theater because sound has to travel far 
distances. Without balanced XLR cables, sounds would 
pick up other sounds as it traveled through the cord.
Once it reached the other end, it would not be a clear sound.
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PART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART I  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

HDMI Cable
C0nanPayne, CC0, via 
Wikimedia Commons

The next type of cable used in theater is called an HDMI cable. HDMI cables send sound and 
pictures to a device. HDMI was invented in 2003 to transfer audio and visual using just one cable. 
It was invented to improve the audio and visual quality of pictures for television and movies, and 
to combine the two separate audio and visual cables into one.

It was not invented by one individual, but by a group of manufacturing companies. According to 
Wikipedia, “the HDMI founders were Hitachi, Panasonic, Philips, Silicon Image, Sony, Thomson, RCA, 
and Toshiba.”

In the video, Hunter describes HDMI:

“HDMI stands for High Definition Multimedia Interface. HDMI cables are used for projectors, televisions, 
computers, and other video devices. You probably have one in the back of your TV right now delivering 
your favorite shows. HDMI has more wires in it than the three that are in an XLR, because video signals 
are more complex than audio signals. One important thing that an HDMI cable does: it allows two 
devices, like your projector and computer to communicate, sending signals in both directions up and 
down the cable. “

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HDMI
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PART II  -  EXPERIMENTSPART II  -  EXPERIMENTS

Before you begin the experiments, you will need a science notebook. Use 
your science notebook to document the scientific process for each one of the 
experiments. Include one drawing of each experiment in your science 
notebook as part of your response.

1. Ask a question: what are we trying to find out?

2. Gather information and observe: what do you know about this topic?

3. Make a hypothesis: what do you think will happen?

4. Experiment and test your hypothesis.

5. Analyze your test results.

6. Present a conclusion: what happened? Was your hypothesis correct or 
incorrect? What did you learn?
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Experiment 1 - Create a TelephoneExperiment 1 - Create a Telephone

Supplies:
• 2 paper cups
• A sharp pencil or paperclips to help poke holes
• String (kite string and fishing line work well)

Instructions
1. Cut a long piece of string. You can experiment with 
different lengths.

2. Poke a small hole in the bottom of each cup.

3. Thread the string through each cup, and tie knots at 
each end to stop it pulling through the cup (alternatively 
you can use a paper clip to hold the string in place).

4. Move into position with you and a friend holding the 
cups at a distance that makes the string tight (making 
sure the string isn’t touching anything else).

5. One person talks into the cup while the other puts the cup to their ear and listens. Can you hear each 
other?

6. What is happening? Speaking into the cup creates sound waves which are converted into vibrations at 
the bottom of the cup. The vibrations travel along the string and are converted back into sound waves 
at the other end so your friend can hear what you said. Simply put, sound travels through the air, but it 
travels even better through solids such as your cup and string, allowing you to hear sounds that might 
be too far away when traveling through the air.

FUN FACT: Alexander Graham Bell was awarded the first electric telephone patent by the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office back in 1876 (remember him from the history of the microphone?). Landline 
telephones feature microphones that convert sound waves into electric currents that are then sent 
through wires and converted back into sound waves by an earphone inside the telephone at the other end.

PART II  -  EXPERIMENTSPART II  -  EXPERIMENTS
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ASSESSMENTSASSESSMENTS

Take the basic paper or plastic cup telephone and see if you can make improvements for more 
efficient sound travel. Try different types of cups or cans. Alternate between plastic, metal, and 
wood. Try different strings and different lengths. Can you make improvements on the basic 
homemade telephone system? How far can you actually get the telephones to still carry the 
sound waves? Can you make it to your neighbor’s house? Rubric 

Use the outline below and describe your results.

1. Try three different cup models as each end of your telephone. List the three in your 
science notebook, your prediction, and your results.

2. Try two different types of string between your two cups. List them in your science 
notebook, with your prediction and results.

3. Try two different lengths of string. Measure how far your two ends can still effectively 
carry sound. If you don’t have a measuring tape, measure with your steps.

4. Conclusion: What did you discover? Explain in paragraph format which materials worked 
the best and how you can alter the basic homemade telephone system to communicate 
information over distances.

CITATIONS AND RESOURCESCITATIONS AND RESOURCES
Hunter Laird has been in the live events, IT, and A/V industry for over sixteen years. He started his career in a TV 
broadcast studio where he learned the art of recording audio and information technology. From there, he pursued 
a career in A/V systems integration installing sound, lighting, video, and rigging systems all over the Southeastern 
United States. Permanent A/V installations progressed into temporary setups, and live events were his new 
passion. He has managed many events ranging from presidential rallies, festivals, and weddings; he continues to 
progress his career at the Charleston Gaillard Center.

Photos for this lesson plan:

XLR Cable: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xlr-connectors.jpg

HDMI Cable: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HDMI_Connector_Types.png

https://gaillardcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/Rubric-for-Telephone-Experiment-.docx
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xlr-connectors.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:HDMI_Connector_Types.png
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SPONSORS AND SUPPORTERSSPONSORS AND SUPPORTERS

Setting the Stage is presented in part by:

the
Kennedy-Herterich


